
US Rep. Matt Gaetz to File Complaint with
FEC Against Twitter for Shadow Ban. Twitter
Stock Drops by Whopping 20% as It Loses Its
Audience
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US Representative Matt Gaetz plans to file a complaint with the FEC against Twitter for
a shadow ban against him, claiming that the social media company cannot use a federal
law to claim it is neutral in order to dodge lawsuits, while at the same time engaging
in political censorship.

FBI Has Ongoing Relationship with Left-Wing
SPLC Group that Uses ‘Hate’ Designations to
Target Its Enemies and Crush People
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Tucker Carlson reported that the SPLC is a fraudulent enterprise and further stated that
It’s a left-wing political group that uses ‘hate crime’ designations to target its
ideological enemies and to crush people.

Trump Supporters Who Were Attacked by
Leftists Win Right to Sue San Jose Police
for ‘Stand Down’ Orders at 2016 Rally
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California: Three judges ruled that Trump supporters who were attacked by leftists at a
2016 Trump rally may sue the police for funneling them into a violent crowd of anti-
Trump protesters and refused to protect them.  The city tried to get the lawsuit
dismissed by arguing that the Trump supporters should have expected to be assaulted at
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the rally. 

Republican Lawmaker Kevin Yoder Sneaks New
Asylum Rules into Budget that Will Destroy
US Borders
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Republican Representative Kevin Yoder  advanced an amendment that would nullify AG Jeff
Sessions’ decision to stop granting asylum to people who claim asylum from gang and
domestic violence, essentially throwing US borders wide open to hundreds of millions of
migrants from Latin America. 
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